
GOODHILL Corporation. Ltd.

Four Unions Creating an Energized Organization

1. Union of Teaching and Learning—Transmission of Techniques

Chie Tamura, Name Embroidery

“This job is a first for me, and I enjoy the feeling of improving every day.

By sharing techniques among coworkers, we all keep improving.”

Chie had no experience when she joined GOODHILL, but we assigned her to an

embroidery position because she had good penmanship and had stated that she

liked to draw. (Human resources representative)
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List of employees with skilled worker or

other specialized qualifications

(Right)

Photographs of employees taking skill

tests

At GOODHILL, employees can be seen offering encouragement to coworkers preparing to take the skilled worker

test.*

“I learned the skills needed for the skilled worker test through the daily instruction received from my colleagues and

more experienced coworkers.”

As GOODHILL employees hone their skills, they also cultivate trust along with a commitment to self-improvement.

* Internal skill certification system at GOODHILL

GOODHILL takes care to foster its employees and techniques as it seeks to supply customers with high-quality

products that are a perfect fit.

    We are engaged in co-creation activities with GOODHILL for our VISARUNO line of Order Suits.

GOODHILL Corporation. Ltd.

Location: Tottori, Tottori Prefecture, Japan

Established: 1961

Employees: Approx. 750

https://www.nnn.co.jp/nihonkai/goodhill/president_e.html

Employees at GOODHILL have stated that the desire to share the techniques gained through one’s experience

is shared by all at their workplace.

    This corporate culture encouraging the daily exchange of techniques and the sharing of passion toward work

has contributed to high motivation among employees.
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2. Union of Various Ages and Genders—Diversity

Yachiyo Hayashi, Supplementary Work

3. Union of People and Technology—IT Supporting Employee Performance

Takehiro Sunada, Deputy General Manager, Cutting Center

IT technologies have been adopted to eliminate inefficiencies, such as unnecessary movement of people.

GOODHILL predominately conducts work that can only be done by people or that needs to be performed

carefully by human hands. It was for this reason that GOODHILL introduced new technologies.

    These technologies have not only helped heighten efficiency, they have also contributed to increased peace

of mind for customers by enabling people to focus on the work that only they can do and thereby improving

quality.

Kayoko Amitani, Deputy General Manager, Parts Center

GOODHILL offers employees access to various new ways of working through such means as the long-term

reemployment of employees after mandatory retirement and the proactive promotion of female employees to

leadership positions.

    This company has been contributing to the surrounding community through its corporate culture of accepting

diverse ideas and its creation of local employment opportunities.

“The responsibility I have been entrusted with in my work gives me a sense

of fulfillment every day. Anyone at GOODHILL is able to voice their opinions,

regardless of their gender, contributing to an environment in which everyone

is energized and motivated.”

“I used to be a full-time employee at GOODHILL. After retirement, I have

been doing work for the company on a supplementary basis. Previously,

I worked at home, which was a bit lonely. I then discussed this matter with

the company, and they let me use a portion of the office so that I could work

together with other employees. I am grateful for this opportunity to continue

working in this invigorating environment, despite my age.”

Seiji Sakamoto, Section Manager, Production Technology Center

“We let the machines do the work that they can do in order to improve

productivity. This enables us to focus on the work that only we can do.

Embroidery and sleeve stitching require the skills of people. Allowing both

machines and people to better perform their roles is vital in improving

quality.”

“I am in charge of an important area—technology. I hope to assist my

colleagues by using the knowledge gained through my specialization at

university to create systems that improve the performance of our machines.”

Automated hanger system

This system automatically transports

products hung on hangers throughout

the factory.



4. Union of the Environment and Business Activities—Business Model Improving Environmental Awareness

Proof of Reliability and Quality—Peace of Mind Backed by Quality

The quality at GOODHILL has been recognized by a number of organizations.

Co-Creation Activities with MARUI GROUP

Activities that support product size, waste cutback, and other reduction initiatives

http://www.0101.co.jp.e.ex.hp.transer.com/visaruno/order/

(Left) Automatic cutting machine

This machine cuts cloth with lasers.

(Right) Controller for automatic cutting machine

This controller makes it possible to issue fine-

tuned cutting instructions by entering

directions, thickness, and other variables.

MARUI GROUP entrusts GOODHILL with the production of its Order Suits.

    Working together with GOODHILL, MARUI GROUP promotes reduction initiatives by cutting back on waste

through the proposal of products that are of the ideal size to all customers.

GOODHILL’s efforts to improve quality and evolve technologies, and even its business model itself, are helping

to reduce material usage by preventing cloth from going to waste and otherwise lowering waste production.

“In the past, we cut cloth by hand. This resulted in a lot of wasted cloth and time.”

The introduction of new technologies helped reduce wasted cloth and time.

(Left)

Hangers collected for reuse

(Right)

Products being transported on reused hangers

GOODHILL collects hangers used at Marui stores to be reused later. This eco-friendly initiative is made possible

through co-creation between MARUI GROUP and this business partner.
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Plaque commemorating being listed among the top 300

small and medium-sized enterprises in Japan that are

energized and engaged in manufacturing, as selected by

the Small and Medium Enterprise Agency in 2008

(Right)

Certification recognizing GOODHILL as a superior three-

star domestic textile factory, administered by the

Japanese branch of IACDE in 2016
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